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The Bigger Picture
Health & Safety, Measuring, Accuracy, Processes, 
Materials, Manufacturing Skills.

Learning Journey

Lesson overview Homework/ assessment Project

1 Welcome to the Workshop DT Skills

2 Health & Safety & Measuring Skills DT Skills

3 Using Machines (Key project) DT Skills

4 Using Machines (Key project) DT Skills

5 Finishes (Varnish) DT Skills
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20 Base Manufacture Night Light
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22 Manufacture the circuit Night Light

23 Intro to CAD 2D design Night Light

24 CAD design Night Light
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37 Sketching Skills Isometric

38 Sketching Skills Isometric

Learning Journey
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HEALTH & SAFETY RULES
1

2

3

PPE STANDS FOR_____________________________________
WHY ARE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IMPORTANT?

WHAT DO THESE MEAN?

WHY DO YOU CLAMP A PIECE OF WORK WHEN USING A PILLAR DRILL

WHO CAN USE THIS MACHINE?

WHY IS IT ONLY THEM?

Health & Safety in DT
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KEYFOB
Welcome to Design Technology—PRODUCT DESIGN—this is where you will develop 
your design and making skills. You will need to know about health & safety as you 
learn how to use all the different tools and machines you see you in the workshop.

The key fob will be your key to being allowed to use some of the machines in the 
workshop. It will also be the first thing you make at Castleford Academy so be proud of 
what you make and ensure you do not rush it

RULES
1) READY— Aprons on, Blazers off, Equipment out
2) RESPECT—No silly behaviour in a workshop
3) SAFE—Wear PPE. Only use machines you have been shown 
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BIG—Brain in Gear—Health & Safety 

BIG Task Instructions: What do these images mean?

BIG Task Instructions: What do these images mean?

BIG Task Instructions:

1

2

5

Rule: …………………………………….
…………………………………………….
Reason: ……………………………….
…………………………………………….

Rule: …………………………………….
…………………………………………….
Reason: ……………………………….
…………………………………………….

Rule: …………………………………….
…………………………………………….
Reason: ……………………………….
…………………………………………….

List  5 rules that help keep you safe in the DT workshop
1
2
3
4
5

3
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What did you learn?. 

What was difficult?

Which parts of your product are you really pleased with? Why is this?

Which parts of your product are you unhappy with? Why is this?

Did you complete all of your work on time? If you didn’t manage to complete your work please explain why.

If you were to remake this product, what would you change and what would you keep the same?

Set yourself 3 GOALS to improve your work in your next project.
1.
2.
3.

EVALUATION of KEY FOB
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Step Criteria WWW

1 F With help and support I have tried to make my product
2 F With help and support I have made my product
3 F I have used some tools and equipment to produce parts of my product myself
4 I I have used tools and equipment correctly to make my product

5 I
I have used the correct tools and equipment and used them with some accuracy to make 
my product

6 H I have used the correct tools and equipment skilfully and accurately to make my product

7 H
I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product 
accurately and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification

8 E
I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product 
accurately and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a 
good level of quality

9 E
I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product 
accurately and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a 
good level of quality and precision

How you can improve EBI

Make all the parts to your product
Ensure you put your product together
Ensure you finish your product
Ensure you take more care when making your product
Reduce the mistakes when making your product - more care and attention
Make sure your product is well made and you add additional features / use a range of 
techniques
Ensure you spend time to finish your product to a high standard
Ensure your product is well thought out with high levels of quality controls. Outstanding 
quality finish
Be more independent
Be more confident when using machines /tools
Take more time and care when soldering
Be creative with your designs

ASSESSMENT—KEYFOB MANUFACTURE 

Green Pen Reflection

ASSESSMENT—KEYFOB MANUFACTURE 

Pathway Target

Pathway Grade
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Health & Safety

1) WHY DOES LONG HAIR NEED TO BE TIED UP WHEN USING MACHINES? 
(1)

2) HOW DO YOU STOP A MACHINE WHEN USING IT? (1)

3) WHERE DO BAGS NEED TO BE STORED IN A WORKSHOP? (1) 

4) NAME 2 OTHER H&S RULES FOR THE WORKSHOP  (2)

5) WHAT DOES PPE STAND FOR? (1)

6) NAME 2 TYPES OF PPE YOU USE IN THE WORKSHOP(2)

7) WHICH PIECE OF EQUIPMENT ARE YOU NOT ALLOWED TO USE? (1)

8) WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO CLAMP A PIECE OF WORK WHEN USING A 
DRILL? (2)

9) EXPLAIN WHAT THE MARKINGS ON THE FLOOR MEAN? (2)

10) EXPLAIN THE SAFE WAY OF USING A BELT SANDER    (3)

11) EXPLAIN HOW DO YOU SOLDER SAFELY  (4) 

___________ OUT OF 20 MARKS
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BLOCK HEAD
This project will help you to understand 
the importance of marking out correctly 
and cutting accurately. You will use the 
machines used to make the key fob so 
remember Health & Safety rules. Your 
block head is made from a softwood 
known as pine.  

Word A B C D

Design

Evaluate 

Analyse 

Manufacture 

Characteristic 

Ergonomic 

Anthropometrics 

Materials 

Tolerance 

Sustainability 

Component 

Environment 

KEYWORD REVIEW

A = I have never seen the word before

B= I have heard / seen the word before but not sure what it means

C = I understand what the word means and sometimes use it

D = I can use the word confidently and explain it to others. 
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Brain In Gear
Can you identify the hazards in this picture?
Can you say why they are a hazard?
Can you come up with a rule to prevent the hazard?

1

Rule of Law
Manufacturers need to make 
products that do not harm the 
environment or nature and are 
safe. 

Brain In Gear
Can you draw 4 straight lines each with the following length, 25mm, 66mm, 85mm, 109mm 

Can you draw a rectangle that is 42mm by 88mm long?

2
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BIG—Brain in Gear 

BIG Task Instructions: What are the hazards? How do you stay safe?

BIG Task Instructions: What do these images mean?

BIG Task Instructions:

3

4

55

Hazard: …………………………………….……………………………………………………

How to stay safe:…………………………………………………………………………..

Name the tool and state what is it used for

What  do you call these pieces of equipment / tools? What do they do?

Hazard: …………………………………….……………………………………………………

How to stay safe:…………………………………………………………………………..

Hazard: …………………………………….……………………………………………………

How to stay safe.………………………………………………………………………….
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BIG—Brain in Gear

6

7

Create a key DT work using the scrabble board below. You can use the 
same letter more than once. Highest score wins 

What does the word design mean?

.To draw something

.To create and plan something

.To make something

.It is a type of machine

What does the word manufacture mean?

.To mark something

.It is a piece of equipment

.To make something

.To improve something

What does the word aid mean?

.To send something

.To request something

.To fix something

.To help do something

What does the word arc mean?

.A straight line

.A wiggley line

.A curved line

.A boat or ship

What are the answers to the questions below? Tick the correct answers.

Brain In Gear
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Task: Can you match the tool to the fixing method? There maybe some new tools and 
fixings here. Look carefully at the shape of each fixings and tool.
Challenge Task: How many fixings and tools can you name?

8

9Lesson:   Brain in gear: 
Can you identify these various forms of adhesives?
Can you say what they will stick together? 

BIG—Brain in Gear 
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Manufacturing Brief: 
Use the plans and drawings to manufacture a block 
head toy that is accurately made and finished to a 
high quality.

MUTUAL RESPECT
Designs must not offend people

Which parts need to be accurate?
Why do you need to be accurate when marking out or cutting out ?
How can you be accurate when making?

PRODUCT ANALYSIS—EXTENDED WRITING LESSON
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LESSON: MEASURING Task: complete the tables of conversions below

Understanding Measurements
Task: How long are the following items in mm and cm?

Vice Handle

Pencil

Stop button on the belt sander

Blade of the Tenon saw

Paint brush

Scissors

Pencil sharpener

Understanding Drawings and Dimensions
Task: Use your ruler to measure each of the shapes. Write the correct dimensions on each dimension line.

3

Understanding a Ruler
Task: What measurements are on the ruler below? Write your answers in cm and mm

cm cm cm cm(____mm) (_____mm) (_____mm) (____mm)

mm cm

780mm

67.8cm

130cm

1030mm

mm cm

10mm 1cm

4cm

60mm

100mm
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LESSON: SAFETY : Task: Describe how to stop the hazards causing injury

What are the workshop hazards? Do you know how to work safely using tools? 
Task: Identify hazards you need to be aware of when using each of the tools? How can you stay safe?

THE RULE OF LAW
Companies in the UK must follow H&S laws for the people 
who work for them and what they make

Hazard: …………………………………….……………………………………………………

How to stay safe:…………………………………………………………………………..

Hazard: …………………………………….……………………………………………………

How to stay safe:…………………………………………………………………………..

Hazard: …………………………………….……………………………………………………

How to stay safe:…………………………………………………………………………..

Hazard: …………………………………….……………………………………………………

How to stay safe:…………………………………………………………………………..

Hazard: …………………………………….……………………………………………………

How to stay safe:…………………………………………………………………………..

Hazard: …………………………………….……………………………………………………

How to stay safe:…………………………………………………………………………..
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LESSON: TIMBERS

3 CATERGORIES OF WOOD

1
_________________________________   

2
_________________________________    

3
__________________________________

1 2 3

Examples

Common
Properties

Advantages

Disadvantages
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TRACKING SHEET

Step Tools Needed? Quality Checks?

What did you get done today? Example; 
I measured and marked out my new 
work pieces

What tools did you use today?

Example; 

I used a rule to measure the distance, 
a tri Square to draw my lines straight 
and a pencil

What checks did you do to make sure 
you did the right thing? 

Example; 

I measured accurately by using a rule 
and tri-square. This will mean that when 
I cut it wont be too short
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What did you learn?. 

What was difficult?

Which parts of your product are you really pleased with? Why is this?

Which parts of your product are you unhappy with? Why is this?

Did you complete all of your work on time? If you didn’t manage to complete your work please explain why.

If you were to remake this product, what would you change and what would you keep the same?

Set yourself 3 GOALS to improve your work in your next project.
1.
2.
3.

EVALUATION of BLOCKHEAD
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Step Criteria WWW

1 F With help and support I have tried to make my product
2 F With help and support I have made my product
3 F I have used some tools and equipment to produce parts of my product myself
4 I I have used tools and equipment correctly to make my product

5 I
I have used the correct tools and equipment and used them with some accuracy to make 
my product

6 H I have used the correct tools and equipment skilfully and accurately to make my product

7 H
I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product 
accurately and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification

8 E
I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product 
accurately and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a 
good level of quality

9 E
I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product 
accurately and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a 
good level of quality and precision

How you can improve EBI

Make all the parts to your product
Ensure you put your product together
Ensure you finish your product
Ensure you take more care when making your product
Reduce the mistakes when making your product - more care and attention
Make sure your product is well made and you add additional features / use a range of 
techniques
Ensure you spend time to finish your product to a high standard
Ensure your product is well thought out with high levels of quality controls. Outstanding 
quality finish
Be more independent
Be more confident when using machines /tools
Take more time and care when soldering
Be creative with your designs

ASSESSMENT—KEYFOB MANUFACTURE 

Green Pen Reflection

ASSESSMENT—BLOCKHEAD MANUFACTURE 

Pathway Target

Pathway Grade
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This project will allow you to learn about 
circuits and how we join the different 
parts together to make a light that works 
from a USB cable. You will also learn how 
to use some PC software called 2D 
DESIGN. This is know as CAD which stands 
for Computer Aided Design. The project 
will challenge your making skills as well as 
design skills  

NIGHT LIGHT

MUTUAL RESPECT
Designs must not offend people

Word A B C D

Design

Evaluate 

Analyse 

Manufacture 

Characteristic 

Ergonomic 

Anthropometrics 

Materials 

Tolerance 

Sustainability 

Component 

Environment 

KEYWORD REVIEW

A = I have never seen the word before

B= I have heard / seen the word before but not sure what it means

C = I understand what the word means and sometimes use it

D = I can use the word confidently and explain it to others. 
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BIG Match up each word with a meaning using a line. One has been done for you already.

1

Environment Wild animals and plants 

Wildlife
To share information with other 

people

Timber Our surroundings

Natural
Not made by humans Something 

from nature

Harmony Wood

Promote CO2 green house gases 

Communicate
What someone thinks is 

important

Habitat
To make people aware of 

something or to encourage people 
to do something

Values
To be in balance with something, 

to co-ordinate well with 
something

Ethos
To be able to keep doing 

something

Sustainable
Someone’s or something’s 

attitudes

Carbon emissions
The environment in which 

something lives
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Brain In Gear

Measure the drawings below. Add the missing dimensions. How accurate can you be?
2

Can you use mm to show how big each measurement is?

Why does shape 4 only need one measurement?

How do you show the size of the circle on shape 3?

Can you work out perimeter of shape 1 and 2?

Can you work out the area of shape 3? 
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3

Brain In Gear

Fill in the blanks to name common types of wood and metal.

Woods

O _ K

P _  N  _

A  _  H

_  E  E C  H

B  _  R  C  H

Metals

_  R  _  N

C  _  P  _  E  R

_  T  _  E  L

A _  U M  _  _  I  _  _

B  _  A  _  S

Man Made Boards

M E D I  _  M.  D  _  N S I T Y .  F  _ B R  _  
B O  _  R  _.

P  _Y  W  _  O   _ .

_   H  I  P  B  _  A  R  _.

Can you identify which wood 
are hard woods and which is a 
softwood? Can you say why?

Which of the metals rust?

Why do we make man made 
boards? 

What advantages and 
disadvantages do they have 
over natural woods?
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4

5

Brain In Gear: Can you name these saws? What materials do they cut?

Brain In Gear
Draw a line to match up the saws with the items/tasks/materials. Which saw should be used for 
which job? 

Sawing a wood joint to the 
correct shape.

Making a curved decorative item from 
plywood.

Sawing a large metal tube into pieces.

Sawing the components of a small, 
metal decorative character to the 
correct size.

Sawing a large sheet of plywood into 
smaller more manageable pieces.

Brain In Gear
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S O L D E R I N G E

L T X W F T C S V O

V E R I C U K O C R

X Q L I T V L L M E

E U J T P R L D E B

Q X E Z D P E E V W

R R N T J N E R E N

S R E I L P A R N O

G T A X N D I T S R

K E R I W W N B S I

Brain In Gear
Can you find the key words for today’s 
lesson in the word-search?

Soldering
Solder
Wire
Strippers
Cutters

6

Brain In Gear
Can you sketch the picture of a soldering iron and label ? 7

Brain In Gear
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Brain In Gear

Brain In Gear
8

9

Brain In Gear

LIST NAMES OF MATERIALS THAT YOU KNOW

WOODS PLASTICS METALS

How do you change a drill bit  on a pillar drill—use sketches and notes to explain.

1

2

3
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Brain In Gear

Brain In Gear
Task: Can you match the tool to the fixing method? There maybe some new tools and 
fixings here. Look carefully at the shape of each fixings and tool.
Challenge Task: How many fixings and tools can you name?

10

11

Brain in gear: 
Can you identify these various forms of adhesives?
Can you say what they will stick together? 
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Brain in gear: 
Using the Isosketch create this cube.  Challenge task: Can you create it without the 
Isosketch.

12

Brain In Gear
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Task1—Highlight key words

Design Context: 
The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) campaign to try and ensure that people live in harmony 
with nature, rather than damaging or destroying the world around them. Most of the threats to 
wildlife and habitats come from human pressures and increasing demand for food, fuel, water or 
resources for materials. To address the threats to the natural world, WWF are aiming to achieve six 
‘big wins’ by 2018. The big wins are:

.Wildlife restored

.Forests and oceans sustained

.Rivers flowing

.Sustainable timber and seafood traded

.Carbon emissions reduced

.Valuing nature

As part of an effort to promote awareness of their ‘Big Win’ targets and to raise money to help pay 
for their charity work, WWF would like to sell a range of gifts. One of the gifts they are hoping to 
sell is a low-energy night-light. The night-light will be powered by a U.S.B connection.

Task 2 – Analyse the Design Brief
Design Brief: 
Design a night light that highlights one of the 6 Big Wins which WWF are working toward. The 
product must be made using sustainable materials  and reflect the WWF theme.

MUTUAL RESPECT
Designs must not offend people

Brief Analysis

What do I have to make?

Ideas for the design

Materials

Processes
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Specification

Complete this table 
using sentences. At least 
1 point per  box

On your own

MUST

As a class

MUST

A

Aesthetics 

(Looks/ Style)

Be well made

Link to WWF

Advertise

S

Size

(How  big is it)

S

Safety

(How ill it be safe)

F

Function

(How will it work)

M

Materials

(What are you using)
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Which animals do the WWF protect?

What does the WWF do?

Why is the WWF important? 

WWF—EXTENDED WRITING LESSON
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Sketch ideas for your night light

Add notes explaining your design

Add notes explaining how the idea could be improved 

DESIGN IDEAS
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Develop 1 or 2 ideas for your night light

Add notes explaining your design

Sketch a final design 

DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN IDEAS

FINAL DESIGN 
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Step Criteria WWW

1 F With help I have sketched an idea
2 F I have a range of ideas with a final design
3 F I have a range of ideas with a final design and have labelled my sketches
4 I I have a range of ideas with a final design and have notes explaining my ideas.

5 I
I have a range of ideas that are developed and have notes explaining the idea and concept. I have 
produced a final design 

6 H
I have a range of creative ideas that are developed and have detailed notes explaining the idea and 
concept. I have produced a final design that is explained

7 H
I have a range of creative ideas that are developed and have detailed notes explaining the 
idea and concept. I have skilfully produced a final design that is well presented

8 E
I have a range of creative ideas that are developed and have detailed notes explaining the 
idea and concept. I have skilfully produced a final design that is well presented. My product 
fully meets the design brief/ specification.

9 E

I have a range of creative ideas that are developed and have detailed notes explaining the 
idea and concept. I have skilfully produced a final design that is well presented. My product 
fully meets the design brief / Specification and are communicated to a high level of 
presentation.

How you can improve EBI

Take more care when sketching ensure your ideas are neat

Add colour / shading to enhance your ideas

Rub out mistakes

Add thick thin lines to improve presentation

Add Labels to inform me what the idea is

Add notes explain your idea

Add detailed notes that explain your idea fully and why it is suitable

Ensure your ideas match the design brief and Specification

Try sketching in 3D / using an ISOSKETCH to improve presentation

Final idea needs to be presented better take more care with presentation

Be creative with your designs

ASSESSMENT—KEYFOB MANUFACTURE 

Green Pen Reflection

ASSESSMENT—WWF DESIGN IDEAS

Pathway Target

Pathway Grade
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TRACKING SHEET

Step Tools Needed? Quality Checks?

What did you get done today? Example; 
I measured and marked out my new 
work pieces

What tools did you use today?

Example; 

I used a rule to measure the distance, 
a tri Square to draw my lines straight 
and a pencil

What checks did you do to make sure 
you did the right thing? 

Example; 

I measured accurately by using a rule 
and tri-square. This will mean that when 
I cut it wont be too short
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What did you learn?. 

What was difficult?

Which parts of your product are you really pleased with? Why is this?

Which parts of your product are you unhappy with? Why is this?

Did you complete all of your work on time? If you didn’t manage to complete your work please explain why.

If you were to remake this product, what would you change and what would you keep the same?

Set yourself 3 GOALS to improve your work in your next project.
1.
2.
3.

EVALUATION of WWF Nightlight
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Step Criteria WWW

1 F With help and support I have tried to make my product
2 F With help and support I have made my product
3 F I have used some tools and equipment to produce parts of my product myself
4 I I have used tools and equipment correctly to make my product

5 I
I have used the correct tools and equipment and used them with some accuracy to make 
my product

6 H I have used the correct tools and equipment skilfully and accurately to make my product

7 H
I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product 
accurately and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification

8 E
I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product 
accurately and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a 
good level of quality

9 E
I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product 
accurately and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a 
good level of quality and precision

How you can improve EBI

Make all the parts to your product
Ensure you put your product together
Ensure you finish your product
Ensure you take more care when making your product
Reduce the mistakes when making your product - more care and attention
Make sure your product is well made and you add additional features / use a range of 
techniques
Ensure you spend time to finish your product to a high standard
Ensure your product is well thought out with high levels of quality controls. Outstanding 
quality finish
Be more independent
Be more confident when using machines /tools
Take more time and care when soldering
Be creative with your designs

ASSESSMENT—KEYFOB MANUFACTURE 

Green Pen Reflection

ASSESSMENT—WWF NIGHTLIGHT

Pathway Target

Pathway Grade



DESK TIDY 
This project will introduce 
TEMPLATES and how they can 
assist you in manufacturing high 
quality products. To be 
successful you will need to make 
a high quality product with little 
mistakes. ACCURACY is key so 
don’t rush and think about 
which tools will be needed to 
finish your animal themed desk 
tidy 
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Word A B C D

Design

Evaluate 

Analyse 

Manufacture 

Characteristic 

Ergonomic 

Anthropometrics 

Materials 

Tolerance 

Sustainability 

Component 

Environment 

KEYWORD REVIEW

A = I have never seen the word before

B= I have heard / seen the word before but not sure what it means

C = I understand what the word means and sometimes use it

D = I can use the word confidently and explain it to others. 

40
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Brain In Gear

BIG Task

Name 3 types of PPE

1

2

3

Why is PPE important?

BIG Task 
How does a template help manufacturers? Provide an example

BIG Task Instructions: measure the following items ACCURATLY

PEN =____cm     and in _____mm

PENCIL = _____cm and in  ____mm

PLANNER Length = _____cm and in ____mm

PLANNER Width = ______cm and in ______mm

1

2

3
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Brain In Gear

BIG Task Instructions:

BIG Task Instructions:

4

5

6
BIG Task Instructions: - SHADE IN THE EXAMPLES

Complete the missing values

What do the following words mean?

ACCURACY

QUALITY

FUNCTION

FORM

mm cm

785mm

62.8cm

140cm

1050mm

mm cm

15mm 1.5cm

4cm

65mm

105mm
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Brain In Gear

BIG Task Instructions:

BIG Task Instructions:

BIG Task Instructions:

7

8

9

What  do you call these pieces of equipment / tools? What do they do?

Related to design and technology find one keyword with the highest score possible. 
You can use letters more than once

What do the following words mean?

ANALYSIS

EVALUATION

TARGET MARKET

ERGONOMICS

AESTHETICS
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DESIGN BRIEF ANALYSIS

Task 1 – Highlight the keywords in the Design Conext
Design Context: 
Online sales of hand made gifts is currently really popular. Websites like ETSY 
sold £2.5 billion worth of goods online in 2017. People appreciate well made, 
high quality products that are themed and fun. Etsy would like to roll out some 
desk tidy’s that people can use on their desks at home when completing 
homework. 

Task 2 – Analyse the Design Brief

Design Brief: 
Design and make a high quality desk tidy based on an theme of your choice. 
The desk tidy must be made out of a some renewable materials  and be able to 
hold at least 2 pens or pencils and a mobile phone. The product must be safe to 
use with small children.

DESK TIDY

What is the function of a 
desk tidy?

What theme could I 
choose?

What materials do I use?

What processes will I use?
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Specification

Complete this table 
using sentences. At least 
1 point per  box

My product must do the 
following…

My product could do 
the following…

A

Aesthetics 

(Looks/ Style)

Be well made

Be eye catching

Link to a theme

S

Size

(How  big is it)

S

Safety

(How ill it be safe)

F

Function

(How will it work)

M

Materials

(What are you using)
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DESIGN IDEAS

SKETCH IDEAS FOR YOU DESK TIDY ON THE ACRYLIC TEMPLATE.
ANNOTATE KEY FEATURES

MUTUAL RESPECT
Designs must not offend people
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Write about which  idea have you chosen and why

Explain why it would meet your specification

How will you ensure your product is well made and of high quality?

Chosen Idea—EXTENDED WRITING LESSON
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Stick CAD drawing here

FINAL IDEA
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50
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Label the key features of the line bender:

FINAL IDEA

On/Off button High/Low Button Hot wire
Safety cover Clamping Guide

Explain how to use it:
………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………..
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Step Criteria WWW

1 F With help I have sketched an idea
2 F I have a range of ideas with a final design
3 F I have a range of ideas with a final design and have labelled my sketches
4 I I have a range of ideas with a final design and have notes explaining my ideas.

5 I
I have a range of ideas that are developed and have notes explaining the idea and concept. I have 
produced a final design 

6 H
I have a range of creative ideas that are developed and have detailed notes explaining the idea and 
concept. I have produced a final design that is explained

7 H
I have a range of creative ideas that are developed and have detailed notes explaining the 
idea and concept. I have skilfully produced a final design that is well presented

8 E
I have a range of creative ideas that are developed and have detailed notes explaining the 
idea and concept. I have skilfully produced a final design that is well presented. My product 
fully meets the design brief/ specification.

9 E

I have a range of creative ideas that are developed and have detailed notes explaining the 
idea and concept. I have skilfully produced a final design that is well presented. My product 
fully meets the design brief / Specification and are communicated to a high level of 
presentation.

How you can improve EBI

Take more care when sketching ensure your ideas are neat

Add colour / shading to enhance your ideas

Rub out mistakes

Add thick thin lines to improve presentation

Add Labels to inform me what the idea is

Add notes explain your idea

Add detailed notes that explain your idea fully and why it is suitable

Ensure your ideas match the design brief and Specification

Try sketching in 3D / using an ISOSKETCH to improve presentation

Final idea needs to be presented better take more care with presentation

Be creative with your designs

ASSESSMENT—KEYFOB MANUFACTURE 

Green Pen Reflection

ASSESSMENT—DESK TIDY DESIGN IDEAS

Pathway Target

Pathway Grade
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PLANNING SHEET

Explain the steps you would 
go through to make your 
product

List the tools needed for 
each task

What quality checks would be 
needed on each step

What could each step involve? Example; 
Measured and marked out new work 
pieces.

What tools will you use?

Example; 

Use a rule to measure the distance, a 
tri Square to draw lines straight and a 
pencil.

What checks will you do to make sure 
you did the right thing? 

Example; 

Measure accurately by using a rule and 
tri-square. This will mean that when it is  
cut, it wouldn’t be too short.
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What did you learn?. 

What was difficult?

Which parts of your product are you really pleased with? Why is this?

Which parts of your product are you unhappy with? Why is this?

Did you complete all of your work on time? If you didn’t manage to complete your work please explain why.

If you were to remake this product, what would you change and what would you keep the same?

Set yourself 3 GOALS to improve your work in your next project.
1.
2.
3.

EVALUATION of Desk Tidy
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Step Criteria WWW

1 F With help and support I have tried to make my product
2 F With help and support I have made my product
3 F I have used some tools and equipment to produce parts of my product myself
4 I I have used tools and equipment correctly to make my product

5 I
I have used the correct tools and equipment and used them with some accuracy to make 
my product

6 H I have used the correct tools and equipment skilfully and accurately to make my product

7 H
I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product 
accurately and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification

8 E
I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product 
accurately and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a 
good level of quality

9 E
I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product 
accurately and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a 
good level of quality and precision

How you can improve EBI

Make all the parts to your product
Ensure you put your product together
Ensure you finish your product
Ensure you take more care when making your product
Reduce the mistakes when making your product - more care and attention
Make sure your product is well made and you add additional features / use a range of 
techniques
Ensure you spend time to finish your product to a high standard
Ensure your product is well thought out with high levels of quality controls. Outstanding 
quality finish
Be more independent
Be more confident when using machines /tools
Take more time and care when soldering
Be creative with your designs

ASSESSMENT—KEYFOB MANUFACTURE 

Green Pen Reflection Pathway Target

Pathway Grade

ASSESSMENT—Desk Tidy 
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KNOWLEDGE OF ASSESSMENT

1: What material is this?
What is it used for?

2:What material is this ?
What is it used for?

3:What is this called
What is it used for?

4: What is this called
What is it used for?

5: What is this called
What is it used for?

6: What is this called
What is it used for?

7: What is this called
What is it used for?

8: What is this called
What is it used for?
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KNOWLEDGE Assessment

JUSTIFY health and safety rules to follow when soldering—EXTENDED WRITING QUESTION (5)

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Can you add the dimension to these shapes in millimetres (mm)? (4)

_____/ 25
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ASSESSMENT—KNOWLEDGE TEST

STEP SCORE

1 5

2 8

3 10

4 13

5 15

6 18

7 20

8 23

9 24

Step Criteria WWW

1 I have a very basic understanding of knowledge

2 I have a basic understanding of knowledge

3 I have a good understanding of knowledge

4 I have a good understanding of  knowledge & can apply it some of the time

5 I have a good understanding of  knowledge & can apply it most of the time

6 I have a good understanding of  knowledge & can apply it the majority of the time

7 I have a very good understanding of  knowledge & can apply it the majority of the time

8 I have an excellent understanding of  knowledge & can apply it the majority of the time

9 I have an excellent understanding of  knowledge & can apply it all of the time

How you can improve EBI

Ensure you revise for your exams

Answer in sentences

Ensure you check your spellings

Ensure you check your grammar

Use DT words in your answers

Write in paragraphs

Use PEE to structure your answers

Fully justify your answers using examples and making suggestions 

Aspirational Step:

Minimum Expected Step:

Step Achieved

Green Pen Reflection
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READING MATERIAL 2
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READING MATERIAL 3
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READING MATERIAL 4
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READING MATERIAL 5
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READING MATERIAL 6
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